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Abstract
Purpose Electromagnetic (EM) tracking of instruments
within a clinical setting is notorious for fluctuating measurement performance. Position location measurement uncertainty of an EM system was characterized in various environments, including control, clinical, cone beam computed
tomography (CBCT), and CT scanner environments. Static
and dynamic effects of CBCT and CT scanning on EM tracking were evaluated.
Methods Two guidance devices were designed to solely
translate or rotate the sensor in a non-interfering fit to decouple pose-dependent tracking uncertainties. These devices
were mounted on a base to allow consistent and repeatable
tests when changing environments. Using this method, position and orientation measurement accuracies, precision, and
95 % confidence intervals were assessed.
Results The tracking performance varied significantly as a
function of the environment—especially within the CBCT
and CT scanners—and sensor pose. In fact, at a fixed sensor position in the clinical environment, the measurement
error varied from 0.2 to 2.2 mm depending on sensor orientations. Improved accuracies were observed along the vertical
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axis of the field generator. Calibration of the measurements
improved tracking performance in the CT environment by
50–85 %.
Conclusion EM tracking can provide effective assistance
to surgeons or interventional radiologists during procedures
performed in a clinical or CBCT environment. Applications
in the CT scanner demand precalibration to provide acceptable performance.

Keywords Surgical navigation · Electromagnetic tracking ·
Accuracy analysis · Image-guided therapy · Usability study

Introduction
Real-time tracking of surgical instruments has become an
integral part of computer-assisted surgery; it provides guidance to surgeons in complex procedures. Of the several available tracking technologies compatible with medical applications, optical trackers are currently widespread in computeraided surgical applications. Optical trackers’ performance is
hardly affected by clinical settings and provide submillimetric measurement accuracy [1–3]. However, continuous line
of sight is difficult to maintain due to the considerable number of adjustable instruments present during surgery, such
as monitors and lights [4]. Furthermore, only the tracking
of large and rigid object is feasible, which is a disadvantage
considering the trend to reduce the invasiveness of surgeries.
Electromagnetic (EM) tracking systems are based on the
principle of mutual induction, in which a field generator produces a known EM field to localize small EM sensors placed
within the tracking volume. EM trackers have gained popularity due to their freedom from line-of-sight restrictions
[5–7], small sensor size, and convenience of use [8,9]. In
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fact, EM sensors can be placed inside the patient’s body
without having their measurements altered [10]. In addition, as a result of their submillimetric size, sensors can
easily be placed inside the tip of needles or surgical instruments [1,5,9,11]. As a result, EM tracking is promising for
demanding clinical applications such as endoscopy, orthopedic, and laparoscopic surgeries [12–14]. Nevertheless, EM
trackers are susceptible to measurement noise introduced by
ferromagnetism and eddy current [4,5,15]. These phenomena are caused by metallic and electrical objects placed in
the vicinity of the measurement volume, such as surgical
instruments, imaging systems, and monitors. Consequently,
depending on the clinical setting, measurement uncertainties may vary considerably [4,6,13], and the specifications
provided by the manufacturer might no longer be applicable [3]. This is especially true when surgeries, such as thermal ablation and biopsy procedures, require the use of intraoperative C-arm fluoroscopy [3,12] or CT scanner imaging
guidance [10], in which interference in the EM tracked volume is expected [16]. In fact, Krücker et al. [17] reported
that it took from one to six CT scans per procedure to verify the placement of inserted electromagnetically tracked
needles. Therefore, it is prudent to completely characterize EM trackers for each environment. In addition, measurement accuracy varies with location and angle of the
sensor [4,10,18] and need to be differentiated. This work
builds upon our preliminary studies [16,19,20], where we
discussed the effect of surgical settings on the EM measurement performance. In this work, we further computed the
repeatability of the tracker’s measurements and calibrated
the system in CT environments. We also exhibited the distribution of measurement distortions and determined, using
statistical hypothesis tests, that the tracking performance
can significantly differ from one environment to another.
Our comprehensive assessment has three follow-up applications. First, we can identify optimum setup configurations. Second, we can accurately model and compensate for
systematic errors. Third, we can model random errors, not
only to report measurement uncertainty, but also to be used
in fusion techniques for achieving accurate measurement
estimations.
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is the reason which has led other researchers to assess measurement accuracies of the EM trackers.
Previous attempts in quantifying EM uncertainties are
subject to limitations that can be classified in the three following categories.
The first limitation is the coupling of the 3D measurement
variables [14,21,22]. Seeberger et al. [21] made use of a
resin skull phantom in order to assess the positional accuracy,
as a function of coupled translation and orientation, under
laboratory and operating room (OR) conditions.
The second limitation is the partial quantification of measurement uncertainties [2–6,12–15,18,21–33], leading to
incomplete characterizations as tabulated in Table 1. Unfortunately, these partial quantifications in the literature cannot
be combined to provide a comprehensive assessment. This
is exemplified by the studies of Maier-Hein et al. and Yaniv
et al., who both assessed 5-DOF measurement uncertainties
of the planar Aurora system in a metal-free environment.
However, reported position measurement accuracy was 0.8
and 1.4 mm, respectively. A cube phantom was employed by
Wilson et al. to solely quantify the position accuracy of the
Aurora as a function of translation in both a research and clinical environment [6]. The cube phantom was also utilized by
Yaniv et al. [3] to quantify the position and orientation accuracy as a function of translation in interventional radiology,
CT, and pulmonology suites. Maier-Hein et al. [5] used a
translating and rotating mechanism to measure the position
accuracy as a function of translation, and the orientation accuracy as a function of a one axis rotation, in a laboratory and
CT scanner environment. Another translating and rotating
mechanism was employed by Birkfellner et al. [4] to assess
the position and orientation accuracies solely as a function
of translation in an OR environment. This mechanism was
also applied by Hummel et al. [15] in different settings, such
as C-arm fluoroscopy, to quantify the positional accuracy in
terms of translation, and by Schicho et al. [13] to solely determine the positional accuracy as a function of translation in

Table 1 Comparison of previous studies assessing the 5-DOF measurement accuracy of Aurora systems in undisturbed environments
Maier-Hein
et al. [5]

Background and motivations
The manufacturer of the Aurora [Northern Digital, Inc.
(NDI), Waterloo, Canada] EM tracking system (EMTS) illustrated the variations of position and orientation measurement
performances as a function of translation and rotation in one
dimension (1D) in their user guide. However, the error uncertainties provided by the manufacturer may not be representative of the ones encountered in a surgical environment. This
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Yaniv
et al. [3]

Hummel
et al. [15]

This
study

Position
Translation 0.8

1.4

4.2

0.7

Rotation

NA

3.5

1.3

NA

Orientation
Translation NA

2.9

NA

0.8

Rotation

NA

NA

0.4

0.9

Position values are in millimeters, and orientation values are in degrees.
Please note that in [15], the Aurora was with a tetrahedral FG, while
others used the planar one
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“pseudo-realistic OR conditions.” Frantz et al. [25] proposed
a series of protocols in an undisturbed environment: first a
robot arm, second a hemispherical device, which serves to
assess coupled position and orientation accuracies, and last a
ball-bar device, where sensors are firmly positioned at each
end of the device in order to evaluate coupled sensor position
and orientation variations relative to the other.
The third limitation follows from introducing additional
interference to the uncertainty assessment, such as employing a robot arm in order to move the EM sensor. The metallic
and electrical components may create EM field distortion,
and mechanical deformation of the arm may add further error
to the measurement [10,18,29]. The robot arm protocol was
utilized by Shen et al. [10] who, in a first study, quantified
the positional accuracy as a function of translation in a CT
scanner environment and, in a second study, the positional
accuracy as a function of rotation in a CT scanner environment [18].
Earlier studies were limited by coupling translation and
rotation displacements, partial assessment, or inexact evaluation. There is a need for a comprehensive study to harmonize earlier EM tracking characterizations in a unified
method, reconfirm observations made in different physical
environments, and provide solid experimental data for our
own operating theater.

Materials and methods
In this study, we prevented any sensor translation while in
rotation, or sensor rotation while in translation, in order to
independently quantify the variations of position and orientation uncertainties. Plastic scaffolds, whose properties have
a negligible effect on the EM field, provided guidance of
the sensor to repeatable poses. The presented methods can
be adjusted in order to reproduce this protocol with other
EM systems (i.e., different tracking volume or sensor size),
or other tracking technologies. We conducted the EM measurement uncertainty quantifications on a control, clinical,
and a 3D cone beam CT (CBCT) system, as well as in CT
scanner environments. The clinical, CBCT, and CT scanner
environments were situated in the same OR.
Experimental setup
In this study, we investigated the tracking performance of
an alternating current (AC)-based NDI Aurora V2 along
with its 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) “FlexCord (Standard)”
sensor. According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the
system provides submillimetric and subdegree measurement
accuracies. Moreover, the field generator can transmit magnetic fields over a volume of 500 × 500 × 500 mm3 . Further details can be found in [34]. While 6-DOF sensors have
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Fig. 1 Control environment. The base, firmly holding the FG (left) and
a scaffold (right), was placed on a wooden table. The global coordinate
system is displayed on the FG

the advantage of providing measurements of their roll angle,
many computer-assisted procedures employ 5-DOF because
of their smaller size [26] when roll angle measurements are
not needed.
To decouple errors due to sensor position from those due
to sensor orientation, two repeatability scaffold devices were
designed and manufactured by a Dimension SST 1200es
(Stratasys, Eden Prairie, USA). The rapid prototyper printed
with fast deposition modeling (FDM) using ABSplus thermoplastic material with a resolution of 0.25 mm. The two
designed scaffolds enforced constrains in the placement of
the sensor; the rotation scaffold ensured the placement of
the sensor at a fixed position but at various orientations. The
translation scaffold ensured the placement of the sensor at a
fixed orientation but at various positions.1
The rotation scaffold employs 65 converging paths to
study measurement errors caused by rotating the sensor to
various orientations without changing the sensor position.
The paths are sized to accept a custom plastic inserter in a
non-interfering fit (Fig. 1). The inserter, by means of several
clips, firmly held and guided the sensor to the exact same
position.
The translation scaffold employs 49 parallel paths to study
measurement errors caused by translating the sensor to various positions without changing the sensor orientation. The
paths are regularly distributed in a 100 × 100 × 100 mm3
volume (Fig. 3).
A measurement base was designed with the following
characteristics: First, it firmly held the FG in place. Second, it
provided repeatable uncertainty assessments when changing
1

The scaffolds’ STL files will be provided upon request to the corresponding author so that the experiments can be repeated by other
groups.
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the environment. Third, the scaffolds were in turn inserted
into a fitting socket, so that the sensor’s pose in the middle path of the translation scaffold coincided with its pose
in the top path of the rotation scaffold. In order to evaluate measurement uncertainties in a realistic surgical working volume, the center of each scaffold was located approximately at X = −50, Y = 0, and Z = −300 mm in the EM
tracker’s global coordinate frame, illustrated in Fig. 1. All
further numerical values will also be expressed in this coordinate system. The base was built from wood, whose magnetic
permeability is approximately the same as air; hence, the
base did not alter either the FG’s magnetic field or potential
influence from the operating table.
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Fig. 2 Clinical environment. The CBCT and CT scanners were placed
approximately 1 m away from the FG

Experimental procedure
The EM sensor was manually introduced into each path of
the respective scaffolds with an arbitrary orientation around
its roll axis. Once inserted to the end of the path, a 10 s
data stream of approximately 400 measurement samples was
recorded using the NDI Toolbox software. Approximately
570 measurements were collected within the CT environments, due to the pace of the scanner to image the complete
working volume.
Control environment In order to provide a baseline for
our results, the first experiments were conducted in a control environment. The experimental setup was positioned on
a custom-made wooden table which enabled collections of
data within a setup free from interference (Fig. 1). No other
object was present within 1 m around the FG. Moreover, in
this environment, we also assessed the repeatability of the
position and orientation measurements by performing fifteen
sensor placements in the translation scaffold.
Clinical environment In the clinical environment, the
experimental setup was positioned on a carbon-fiber operating table, located midway between a CBCT and a CT scanner
(Fig. 2). Separated by a distance of 2 m, the CBCT and CT
scanners were fully powered and not emitting X-rays during
the entire process of data collection, simulating a surgical
setting.
CBCT environment In the CBCT environment, the tracked
sensor and scaffolds were placed midway between the source
and the receiver of the flat panel fluoroscope (Innova 4100,
GE Healthcare, Buc, France), on a carbon-fiber operating
table (Fig. 3). For each path, EM tracking uncertainties were
studied during X-ray emission from the fluoroscope. In order
to determine the potential dynamic distortion from X-rays,
measurements were also acquired and compared in three distinct situations: before, during, and after X-ray emission.
CT scanner environment In a CT scanner environment
(Fig. 4), the measurement base was placed so that the converging position of the scaffolds’ middle path was located
in the middle of the CT gantry (Lightspeed+ XCR, General
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Fig. 3 CBCT environment. The experimental setup was placed midway between the source and the receiver of a CBCT scanner

Electric, Milwaukee, USA). In order to evaluate the dynamic
distortion caused by the motion or the scanning process of
the scanner, three CT conditions were assessed: CT static and
not scanning; CT moving (over 100 mm) and not scanning;
and CT moving and scanning.
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Sensor’s orientation was computed by converting the meaT

sured quaternion q, defined as q = q0 q1 q2 q3 , into a
rotation matrix R defined as following:
⎡

1 − 2q22 − 2q32 2(q1 q2 − q0 q3 ) 2(q1 q3 + q0 q2 )

⎤

⎥
⎢
2
2
⎥
R=⎢
⎣2(q1 q2 + q0 q3 ) 1 − 2q1 − 2q3 2(q2 q3 − q0 q1 )⎦
2(q1 q3 − q0 q2 ) 2(q2 q3 + q0 q1 ) 1 − 2q12 − 2q22

Fig. 4 CT scanner environment. The experimental setup was placed
within a CT scanner gantry

The last column of the rotation matrix represents the longitudinal axis of the EM sensor, as defined by the manufacturer. Once the longitudinal axes from a data stream extracted,
the average and normalized axis Ā of the path was computed.
The orientation accuracy Acco for each path i was computed as: Acco = acosd(Āi · Āi+1 ) − GT , with acosd(Āi ·
Āi+1 ) representing the angle between the axes of two consecutive measured paths Āi and Āi+1 , and GT representing
the corresponding known ground truth angle.
The position precision σ p for each path was defined as
the standard deviation of all the measurements Pj , with j =
1, 2, . . . , N and N the number of measurements recorded
in the data stream. Therefore, the position precision was:
σp =

1
N

N

(Pj − P̄)2 .

j=1

Similarly, the orientation precision σo for each path
was computed based on the standard deviation of all
the measurements of sensor axes Aj . Therefore, σo =
Fig. 5 Coordinate systems and transformations
1
N

Tracking performance analysis
Given the known geometry of the scaffold, the transformation Sca f T Pi (Fig. 5) from each path i in {Pi} to the scaffold’s
reference frame {Sca f } was computed. In an interferencefree environment, the transformations FG T Pi from {Pi} to
the EM tracker’s reference frame {F G} are given by the EM
tracking system. FG T Sca f was calculated by rigidly registering Sca f T Pi to FG T Pi using Arun’s least square method
[35]. Arun’s rigid registration matched position measurements to their corresponding positions in the scaffold’s reference frame. Therefore, the ground truth FG T Pi was computed
by FG T Pi = FG T Sca f · Sca f T Pi and was used to evaluate
the accuracy of the direct measurements FG T Pi by the EM
tracker.
The position accuracy Acc p for each path was determined
from the Euclidean distance between the mean measurement
position vector P̄ and the corresponding ground truth position vector PGT . Therefore, Acc p is defined by the norm:
Acc p = PGT − P̄ .

N

(acosd(Aj · Ā))2 .

j=1

Data were assembled into four categories: position statistics as the sensor was translated within the translation
scaffold; position statistics as the sensor was rotated within
the rotation scaffold; orientation statistics during translation
within the translation scaffold; orientation statistics during
rotation within the rotation scaffold.
For the CT scanner environment where substantial tracking error is expected, a static preoperative calibration was
performed to compensate for the tracking errors due to high
magnetic field distortion. For that, we first collected the data
for calibration as explained in “Experimental procedure” section for several gantry positions over the measurement volume in the CT scanner. Second, we computed the mean measurement error E for each path of the two scaffolds, where
each column of E corresponded to the error in each DOF
(X, Y, Z , q0 , q1 , q2 ). Note that q3 = 0 because the roll angle
was not measured. Third, we employed a custom Matlab
code to model the tracking errors with a fourth-order polynomial [36]. For example, the nth degree of freedom measurement error was modeled as a function of measurement
pose (X, Y, Z , q0 , q1 , q2 ):
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En =

s

t

u

(cpn, j · X s j Y t j Z u j + cqn, j · q0 j q1j q2 j ),
j=1

where K = 35 is the number of coefficients required for the
fourth-order polynomial fitting and s j , t j , u j are the nonnegative powers such that 0 ≤ s j +t j +u j ≤ 4 and all the permutations of {s j , t j , u j } are unique. cp and cq, computed from
the calibration data, were used to compensate the measurement errors. For further details about this technique, please
refer to the works of Ikits et al. [36] and Kindratenko [37].
The root-mean-square (RMS) accuracies, 95 % confidence intervals (CI), and the RMS precisions of the tracker in
each environment were found. Note that the system control
unit of the Aurora did not return any measurement for particular sensor poses in the CT environment due to substantial
field distortions. These non-visible paths were therefore not
considered in the uncertainty assessment. As a result, RMS
accuracies and precisions reflect successful measurements
returned by the tracking system. Finally, paired-sample t
tests—or two-sample t tests when the size of the data sets
differed—were computed to compare the environments.
Results
Measurement uncertainties from the different environments
are tabulated in Table 2, and further represented as box plots
in Fig. 6. In the control environment, RMS position and orientation measurement repeatabilities were 0.4 mm and 0.9◦ ,
respectively, and tracking accuracies were similar to the corresponding values reported by the manufacturer. The clinical
environment was slightly more distorted due to the surrounding equipment. Within the 3D CBCT environment, tracking
errors were on average three times higher than under the control setting. The most distorted environment was the CT scanner, with an average tracking error twelve times higher than

the control one. Indeed, many of the paths pointing toward
the FG could not be sensed by the EMTS in the CT environment.
Increased measurement errors were observed when the
sensor was positioned toward the extremities of the measurement volume, as illustrated in Fig. 7, and when inserted in
deeper paths. Furthermore, the highest accuracy errors were
detected when the sensor was oriented closer to the Z axis
(longitudinal axis of the FG), both pointing away or toward
from the FG.
Tracking precision is characterized in Fig. 7. In order to fit
into the graph, deviations within the CT scanner were plotted
with a lower scaling factor. Sensor readings were repeatedly
found to be spread out along the Z axis. In our setups, we
observed that the more the environment was distorted, the
more this precision pattern was pronounced. In fact, within
the CT scanner, distortion along the Z axis was approximately twice as high as those along the X and Y axes.
CBCT imaging influence on uncertainties The measurement uncertainties were not significantly influenced by X-ray
fluoroscopy (0.4 ≤ t < 2.0, 0.06 ≤ p ≤ 0.7). Equivalent
accuracy distributions were observed throughout the three
X-ray situations.
Dynamic effects of CT motions and scanning As tabulated in Table 2, consistent results throughout the three CT
conditions were observed. Position measurement accuracies
as a function of translation and rotation were not significantly different whether or not the CT was moving or scanning. This implies that static errors predominated over the
potential dynamic errors. Conversely, orientation measurement accuracies as a function of translation significantly differed whether the CT was in motion or not (t (32) = 2.6, p =
0.01). This implies that the motion of the CT scanner had significantly introduced dynamic errors to the orientation measurements as a function of translation.

Table 2 Accuracies and precisions of the Aurora tracker within a control, a clinical, a CBCT, and CT scanner environments
CBCT

CT static

CT moving

X-ray oﬀ

X-ray oﬀ

X-ray on

Position

Clinical

Translation

Accuracy RMS
Precision RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

0.7
0.1
1.2

1.4
0.1
2.2

3.2
0.2
4.6

5.2
0.1
8.2

5.1
0.6
9.5

5.0
1.7
8.4

Rotation

Accuracy RMS
Precision RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

1.3
0.1
1.8

1.2
0.3
1.9

4.0
0.1
8.2

25.4
0.1
36.0

27.0
3.2
45.0

26.9
1.9
38.6

Orientation

Control

Translation

Accuracy RMS
Precision RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

0.8
0.0
1.3

0.8
0.0
1.3

1.6
0.0
3.1

1.7
0.0
2.9

2.0
0.0
3.0

1.9
0.2
3.1

Rotation

Accuracy RMS
Precision RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

0.4
0.1
1.5

1.0
0.1
2.1

1.7
0.5
3.4

5.2
0.0
8.2

5.8
0.2
9.7

5.7
0.3
6.9

Position values are in millimeters, and orientation values are in degrees
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Calibration of tracking measurements within CT scanner
Tabulated in Table 3, the calibration improved the average
measurement accuracies by 50–85 %. Improved accuracies
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were observed when the sensor was maintained with a constant angle.

Discussions

Fig. 6 Position (a) and orientation (b) measurement errors within the
assessed environments. The box plots display the EMTS characteristics
(median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and extreme non-outlying errors) as
a function of translation (left-sided box plots) and rotation (right-sided
box plots)

EM tracking has become promising for demanding surgical
applications owing to its small sensor size and no line-ofsight restrictions. Nevertheless, its performance may vary
depending on the surrounding environment and sensor pose.
Tracking performance variations of an Aurora system were
assessed as the sensor was translated and then rotated within
a control, a clinical, a 3D CBCT, as well as CT scanner environments.
Position measurement accuracy and precision varied as a
function of sensor translation and rotation. In fact, at a fixed
sensor position in the clinical environment, the systematic
measurement error changed from 0.2 to 2.2 mm depending
on the sensor orientation. The disparity of measurement accuracies whether the sensor was translated or rotated (position
measurement error within the CT scanner was 5.0 mm during
translation vs. 26.9 mm during rotation) showed the importance of characterizing both position and orientation measurement errors as a function of both sensor translation and
rotation, in order to optimize the setup and the correction of
systematic errors. Lower position measurement accuracy was
observed when the sensor was translated toward the edges of
the measured volume and when the insertion depth increased.
This pattern may be explained by the fact that the center of
the scaffold’s measurement volume was placed at the most
efficient tracking location. As a result, the more the sensor
was moved away from the efficient location, the more the
tracking performance decreased. Compared to the baseline
results, position errors were double in the clinical environment, six times higher within the CBCT setting, and twelve
times higher within the CT scanner environment, confirming
previous studies [4,5,15].

Fig. 7 Precision of the position measurements as a function of translation within the assessed environments. The crosses represent the ground
truth position. The ellipses, centered on the corresponding mean posi-

tion measurement, represent the scaled precision. For the CT environment, ellipses are scaled down 20 times compared to the ones in other
environments
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CT static

X-ray oﬀ

X-ray on

Translation

Accuracy RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

1.5
2.6

2.5
4.0

2.5
4.2

Rotation

Accuracy RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

3.6
6.3

3.5
5.5

4.8
8.6

Translation

Accuracy RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

0.9
1.7

0.7
1.1

0.7
1.1

Rotation

Accuracy RMS
Accuracy 95 CI

2.1
2.7

1.7
4.9

3.1
4.9

Similarly, orientation measurement accuracy was
improved when the sensor was oriented along the vertical axis
of the FG. Furthermore, we noticed that the paths oriented
along the FG longitudinal axis, and pointing away or toward
the FG, always had diminished performance in every environment. While this pattern may be caused by some printing
default, the resolution of the used 3D printer was approximately 0.25 mm. Nevertheless, the accuracy errors measured
in the control environment were extremely low, even for this
altered path. This involved having the 3D printings accurately printed from the sketch drawings. In order for us to
be even more convinced about this eventual printing default,
we rotated the scaffold 90 degrees within the base. We found
similar results compared to the earlier ones and confirmed the
pattern. Compared to the baseline results, orientation errors
were double in the clinical environment, four times higher
within the CBCT setting, as well as fourteen times higher
within the CT scanner environment. Although it is not surprising that the properties of the surrounding environment
have a major effect on tracking uncertainties, we noticed that
within the CT gantry, many of the paths were not visible by
the Aurora system.
Accordingly, the Aurora device is adequate for a variety of surgical procedures, such as pedicle screw insertion
[38] or tumor therapy [39], within a clinical environment.
Although higher measurement errors were observed within
the CBCT scanner, equivalent accuracy distributions were
obtained when the experiments were repeated. Consequently,
errors are systematic and can be minimized using a highorder polynomial fit or other correction schemes. In addition, EM tracking can still provide valuable assistance to
procedures within a CT scanner environment, such as lung
or other tissue biopsies [39] and may reduce the number of
verification scans needed to validate the placement of surgical instruments, such as needles for percutaneous interventions. The errors found in these experiments are lower than
those found by Yaniv et al. [3], who studied the position
and rotation measurement errors during sensor translation.
Nevertheless, Yaniv et al. [3] concluded that the Aurora sys-
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X-ray oﬀ
Position

Values are in millimeters and
degrees

CT moving

Orientation

Table 3 Accuracies of the
calibrated measurements under
three CT conditions

tem was accurate enough for their purposes, in particular for
thoracic–abdominal procedures. Maier-Hein et al. [5] found
that other available EM systems could be more accurate and
robust than the Aurora, in close proximity of a CT scanner.
Although the measurement accuracies can be improved,
the tracker’s visibility issues in the CT environments remain
a challenge. Multimodal or monomodal sensor fusion using
Kalman filters [7–9] may temporarily compensate for the
failures of tracking visibility and improve the measurement quality, while maintaining the advantages of EM tracking.
This work primarily described the assessment procedure
for characterizing the static measurement error. This can
help compare the impact of various environments on tracking error and decide whether the EM tracking technology is
appropriate for a specific procedure. In other words, if static tracking errors are superior to the application’s requirements, EM technology may not be suitable. There are also
additional tracking errors that are introduced depending on
the dynamic nature of the application. For example, sampling rate and measurement latency are important elements
to consider. It was shown that sampling rate of 25–30 Hz is
adequate for navigation with a human operator, while higher
sampling rates may be required when navigation is operated
robotically [3]. Navigation speed is another important element to consider. The majority of procedures involve careful and slow motions of instruments due to patient safety,
and they can be considered quasi-static. However, for fast
motions, the undesired dynamic errors may be noticeable
and can be minimized via statistical filtering [37], such as
Kalman filters. In fact, this study is a necessary step for the
modeling of random measurement errors used in Kalman filters.

Conclusions
A complete characterization of the EM tracking system is
necessary whether it is used for sole tracking assistance or
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combined with another tracking technology. This paper presented comprehensive and consistent assessments of the NDI
Aurora tracking accuracy and precision by means of a simple,
reliable, and highly repeatable method. Improved measurement accuracies were observed when the sensor was held
along the vertical axis of the FG. In practice, it is recommended to align this axis in the direction where the most
motion is expected. We observed that EM tracking within a
clinical environment provides satisfactory measurements for
a variety of potential surgical procedures. Tracking errors
within the CBCT environment were systematic and therefore can be minimized. In fact, we did not find significant
influence (0.06 ≤ p ≤ 0.7) on the EM tracking performance
from X-ray fluoroscopy using the CBCT scanner. EM tracking is therefore promising for surgeries that may require the
use of a CBCT, in combination with an error minimization
method. While tracking within a CT scanner gantry is difficult, dynamic errors introduced by the motion and scanning process of the scanner were not significant compared to
the inherent influence of the CT scanner itself. The implemented calibration improved by 50–85 % the measurement
accuracy of the tracking system, becoming sufficiently accurate for many surgical procedures. EM tracking appears to be
a convenient tool for use in a variety of surgical navigation
systems.
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